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Synopsis
It is shown that a set of neighbouring quantum states can be orthogonally trans-

formed into a set oÍ classically behaving localized packets, if their wave functions can

be fairly well approximated by the WKB-method and if they lie in a dense part of the
energy spectrum. The distribution of the points of localization is the same as predicted
by classical statistical mechanics. This is proved in one dimension and for a general
spherical potential. It enables one to formulate a partly quantum-mechanical and partly
classical clescription with a smooth transition in between. The short-distance correlation
function for oppositely charged particles in a plasma is now easily calculated.

Introduction In a previous articlel), we made an approximate calculation
of the partition function of a hydrogen plasma by combining a classical and
a quantum-mechanical description. Such a combined method may be useful
for the calculation in a simple \May of some other quantities, as e.g. radiation
intensities, which would be wrong if calculated classically and very comber-

some if done quantum-mechanically.
To justify such a procedure, it is necessary that the energy spectrum

contains a region where the two descriptions overlap. This means that in
this region the quantum states must be very well approximated by their
first order expansion in k,:usual.Jy known as the WKB-approximation. More-

over, the density of the energy spectrum must be high enough to permit the
construction of wave packets with a narrow spread in energy. The existence

of such a reg'ion, called the quasi-classical region, depends on the externa-l

plasma conditions, which were discussed elsewherel).
The fundamental question, with which we will be concerned here, is to

prove that the existence of such a quasi-classical region produces not only the
classical behaviour of a wave-packet, but the complete equivalence of the
classical and quantum-mechanical statistical descriptions, as far as they
depend on this region. The way to prove this is to show that the usual

basical assumptions of classical and quantum-mechanical statistical
mechanics are equivalent. These basical assumptions are the equal a-priori
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SI{ORT DISTANCE DIVERGENCE IN CLASSICAL PLASMAS 507

probabilities of all points in the (r, p)-phase space on the one hand and of

all eigenstates on the other hand.
An elementary proof of this equivalence follows from the Bohr-SommerÍeld

quantization rule

",,!"!g 
dq: (n + +) h'

which prescribes in the one-dimensional case a surface h in (p, g)-space to
each eigenstate. However, \Me would like to see this equivalence more

explicitly in terms of localized wave-packets, which correspond directly to
the classical particles. For this purpose we start from a set of N neighbouring
eigenstates in the quasi-classical region. A unitary transformation can be

applied on this set, resulting in N localized packets all moving classically
in their WKB-approximation. The crucial point is now that at any given
moment these localized particles are unilormly distributed ovet that part of
phase space that corresponds to the energy shell of the used eigenstates,

thus corresponding to the classical distribution.
In the first section, this procedure is worked out in detail for an arbitrary

one-dimensional problem. In the second section, this is generalized for a

three-dimensional spherical potential, in which we are especially interested
in view of applications to the hydrogen plasma.

The density of the points of localization of the transformed set can be

interpreted as a probability function. Such functions are considered in the

third section. From this point of view, a new light is thrown on the classical

divergence of the pair-correlation function of oppositely charged particles

in a plasma.
Finally, in the last section, we give a direct proof of the equivalence of

quantum and classical statistics by calculating the expectation value of an

arbitrary observable first as an integral over phase space, then as a trace
over the eigenstates. In the wKB-approximation both methods give the
same result.

$ 1. Orthogona}, uaae packets in one d'imension. Let us consider some one-

dimensional potential function V(x) and an eigenfunction belonging to a
discrete energy value,E. 'We 

assume that there are exactly two points a andb

with a < ó for which V(x) : -E; these are the classical turning points' This

can always be generalized to continuous states by enclosing the system in a
large box, in which case the turning points lie on the walls of the box.

The \MKB-approximation of the eigenfunction can be written as

JT)
f(v) -zlI

{n(x)t--, ,,
,l p(x) {.",*fu (r)
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where P@) is the local momentum

and p the mass of the particle. The possible eigenvalues are given by the
quantizatiorr rule

dy f(il : r,(* + t) n.
b

J
&

ÁE< (ó a\ lif lu,t 
I a* l*:o

ÁE : , 'nlr

(2)

(3)

(5)

(4o)

(4b)

Each energy is thus characterized by a number zr, denoting the number of
nodes of the wave function between the turning points. We consequently
indicate the energies with En, the eigenfunctions with tlt" and the momenta
with pn(x).

As pointed out in the introduction, we suppose that we have a region in
the energy spectrum where the density of levels is very high, which enables

us to construct classically behaving wave packets. We now look for an
explicit condition on this density. We need a large number of wave functions,
approximately corresponding to the same values for all classically measurable
quantities. For instance, it will be very important for our results that the
turning points do not appreciably vary over the wave functions used in the
packet. We can express this more quantitatively by the condition that the
distances la and Ab between the turning points of two neighbouring levels

must be much smaller than some characteristic length as e.g. (ó-a):

which leads to

and equally

We defined lE as the spacing in energy between two neighbouring levels.

It is approximately given by

I* P-t*l

To prove this,let us express the quantization rule (3) for (n -l I), neglecting
the difference of the turning points.

ltn--,-(n+l++)
tl 2p

En

! 
u., + ÁE -V(*)
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dx

'l 
a"-* I t...

The first integral cancels against part of the left hand side and equation (5)

follows immediately.
Now, we will construct some linear combinations of these eigenfunctions,

that are localized and move according to classical laws. We will demonstrate
that it is possible to choose between all these combinations N orthogonal
ones, and that the points of localization of this orthogonal set are distri-
buted in the phase space according to the classical statistical rule.

Consider the linear combination

b

r !- ÁEf
N 

Jdx"lEn-V(*)+ , )

Àr-l (
Yt+ (x ; xs) - n:0 (

b
.ll

1, I

h JU f "'+n(Y)
fio

in)
- -r 

(6)4J

To show that this represents a localized wave, we substitute the WKB-
approximation (l) and use the Taylor expansion

f n,+n(x) - 'Pn,(x) + ."1, , Átr + ... .

f ",(x)
where also AE may be

of magnitude as the ne

I
Yt+ (x ; xo) '-.' 

2J p *4*)

If .zo satisfies a ( xo 1 b, the second term is negligibly small, whereas the
first one is significant only in the neighbourhood oÏ x : ro. This can be seen

from the behaviour of the function

Fn(o) +f'n @nna)
n:0

which has peaks of height ÀI when a equals zero or

(7)

calculated with pno, the error being of the same or
glected third term in this expansion. We obtain

l- r \ M-I t idvf*,'(v) I

| 

""0 {+ ! 
dv f n,o, } :i, 

.. ol". ffil
+ J' 

d1t pn'{rr}

i;f*'(v) ll
n:o t IdYf*"(Y) jJ

der

(B)

(e)

an even number, and.
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which oscillates rapidly with small ampiitude between these values. The

wave packet V+(x; rs) is thus tocaltzed at xs.

The classical movement of the point of localization is a well known fact,

and can easily be demonstrated by multiplying the wave functions ry'2o1p

with their time-dependent factor

'itE noan ) í
h I ^r 

ex't- tlp l .^,
b i. (10)

P, f;'(v) 
I

exp 
{_

One verifies easily that the movement goes in the positive x direction,

which was anticipated by the plus sign attached to P. When the point of

localization arrives at the turning point ó, the first and second term in the
expression (8) change their role: the first becomes negligible whereas the
second one now represents the returned particle moving in the negative

direction. We could have started with a packet moving in the negative

direction, if we had made the combination

'-1 ( i fb in't
V-(*; *o) : 

*Zr{n 
+n(x) ""e t í ) 

d, P""*"{il + ,y. (1 l)

our main purpose was to show that *" 
"Jotu 

make an orthogonal trans-
formation into localized packets. Thus far we only looked at the possible

linear combinations we could make out of the set of N eigenfunctions with
which we started.. We still have to show that indeed N of these combinations

are mutually orthogonat. If N is an even number, we can always find N 12

points z6 such that

f- cb- l f

JurPr"'(r):= * 
t)dYf;"'(Y) (12)

with ft : | , ), ... N l2.The interpretation oí,nr, condition is that a classical

particle spends equal times between each pair of neighbouring points r1.

we then localize both a Y- and a y+.about each xp. This set of N wave

packets is a linear transformation of the N eigenfunctions .ltno+n. Besides,

they are all mutually orthogonal, as can be shown, using the orthogonality

of the initial eigenfunctions. For instance

Ïu-rr.(x; 
*r,))* v*(*; xi)-"i; exp 

{+ [u pno*nol] ^'

t
exp lt"n

t

-l/-1
/-'r/

nt:0
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Fig. 1

The orthogonality can also be shown between each 9'í+ and P-. Finally, we

remark that the procedure can be slightly modified in the case of o<ld N.
This can be done, e.g., by choosing different sets {rt} for the V+ and the V-.

Our last task is to demonstrate the equivalence between classical and

quantum statistics. We therefore draw in the two-dimensional phase space

(x,p) the curves of constant energy Íor Eqo and Enoav-r (figure 1)' They

enclose a narrow ring in which the N localized packets move around. At
a given moment the points ollocalttzation will occupy the sites ltík, tp(tcb)].
These N points have equal probabilities to be occupied, because the wave

functions from which we started had equal probabilities and the linear

combinations \ilere constructed with simple phase factors. Furthermore,

there are no other independent localized \ilaves possible in the same ring.

This means that quantum mechanics allows one and only one particle

to be situated in a surface element in phase space, given by

AS - Ax' Af (x).

Classical statistical mechanics requires that the surfaces of all these phase

space elements are equal, for they have equal occupation probabilities'

Now, from (12)

f;'(v)
b

,f 
:'=VL I u,ÀIJ

(13)

(14)

(t s)

AxN

and from the definiti on (2) of" p(x)

IYltn
Af(*) N #6 IvÁE =:

This gives, in agreement with the uncert ;:;r' l"rJrons,

AS-h
which is constant over the whole phase space.

(16)



with energies En,t'YT is the usual spherical harmonic funct
eigenfunction can be written in the WKB-approximation as

b

Rn,t(r) -#or-cos {+luu f0)-+\
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$2. Orthogonal, waae packets lor the central,-force probl,em. We will now
extend the results of the previous section to a three-dimensional spherically
symmetric potential. It is well known that the eigenfunctions are character-
iz ed bv three quant "; 

_::::' ; ï' :i ï; ;^ ;::,;" 
s ep arat e d as 

0 7 )

ion. The radial

(t B)

p(r) ís the radial momentum, given by

lm
fn,t(r): ,,lrylr",,-V(r) - r@l (le)

and ó is the upper turning point, here defined by p(b) : O.

As in the previous section, we would like to construct a wave packet out
of some functions that have approximately the same energy ,Es and the
same quantum numbers ls and ms.We again neglect possible differences in
the turning points.

The spacing in the energy levels is calculated from (5) and approximately
given by

hnlu
AE : En+rl - En,t N uJ-. (20)

I* P;":'"(')

We thus neglect tloe n- and l-dependence of this ÁE.It follows that it must
be possible to find for all I a number r,(l) such that

lE no,to - E no+'t), rt : l"(l)l = +'
We now relabel the energy values by changing the indices (n,l) into (n',1,)
wit}r n' - n I r,(l). Obviously r(16) : 0. The energies En,,rare now approxi-
mately independent of l. Indeed:

En,,to - En,,t: En,ro - En+v(t),t:

: lEno,to + @ - ns) lEl - lEno+,(t)J + (n - ns) aEl : u(I)

which can be neglected. It is well known that for the Coulomb potential, in
which we are especially interested, e(l) exactly vanishes.

From now on, we drop the accent of n' and n wilT represent the new label.
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A wave-packet out of (l/r,l/t Ir{ *) eigenfunctions (17) can be written as

I,{n-l À/r-1 I{*-l
V(r, 0, ó)

i:0 k:0 s:0

our first step will be to show that we can choose the ó(s) such that the

wave function is localized in a single plane through the centre, which is the

first requirement for a classical central-force movement. \Me therefore need

an asymptotic approximation to the spherical harmonic function for large

(1,,m)-vaIues. Such an approximation was given by Jef f reys and Jef f reys2)

for the associated Legendre-function P!, connected with the spherical

harmonic function by the relation

YTpó) - 6"imÓPT(cosg), (22)

where C is a normalizalíon constant. Their result is obtained by a method of

steepest descent, and in an appendix we show that one can obtain the same

Íormulas with a wKB-procedure. The resulting approximation is given,

with an other constant C', by

,i"[e Q,rn;0) - rnB(I,rn;0). t

(2t)

Pf (cos 0) - C'
{12 t1"z g 

-,tnz
(2s)

Qaa)

(24b)

(27)

with

and

A(1, rn; 0)
lcos0

B(t,rn;0): atccos .+#
llz - Inz

This result is valid only between the turning points, which means

12 sinz 0 - 1402 > 0;

for other 0-values the function practically vanishes.

For constructing the wave-packet (21) \Me now choose

(2s)

ó(t) : exP{is B(1, rnoi oo)} (26)

where 0s must lie in the range of values satisfying (25). To show that with
this choice the wave is localized in a plane, we have to consider separately

the two exponential terms of the sine-function of the approximation (23). The

separation into these terms is expressed by the obvious notation

l'
Yrp,ó)

and. we call these terms respectively the positive and negative frequency
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parts. With a first-order Taylor approximation in sf rn0, we then have

N*- 1 
"ial{* 

1

where

a

A' : arc COS 'lnyll

ó' - rí - B(1,*o;00).

The function (28) is localized about a eeual to zero or a multiple of 2n. The
B-functions can only attain values within a range of length z, which means
that the two terms in the separation (27) gwe rise to localization about two
values ó(+;0) and {(-;0), covering together the whole {-interval when
0 runs over its permitted range. This relation between the 0- and {-values
describes a plane through the origin, and it can easily be verified that the
spherical angles of the axis normal to this plane are given by

(28)

(2e)

(30a)

(30ó)

The value of 0' was to be expected Írom the physical meaning of. the m-
index.

Before proceeding with the investigation of the different wave packets
in this plane, we need a transcription of the localized wave (28). As there is a
functional relation between the {- and 0-coordinates of all points in the plane
of localization, the harmonic function can only depend on a single coordinate,
for instance the polar angle f with respect to the intersection of this plane
with the xz plane. A transformation from (0, $) to this f yields for all points
in the plane

G)\rfo@, ó) r-, sitÊ (3 1)

This is in agreement with the possibility of choosing the z axis perpendicular
to the plane oÍ localization, in which case

Y!(0, ó) - eib sint?;

the first factor is of the form (31), and the second factor localizes the wave
in the xy plane.In the following, we suppose that we have made this particular
choice of z axis. We now construct the different localized wave packets in
the xy plane. The WKB-approximation to the radial function Rn,1 again
splits up in positive and negative frequency parts (9ftr,7. Let us choose for
the factors e(i, h) in the packet (21) the following functions:

o*(i, k; ro, Óo)- exp 
{_;

fno*i,t,+k(y) - i(to+ k) ór],. (32)

b
. ttaLI

I Ánt

rL J 
\It

With these functions, we can build two different wave packets 9+ and P-
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(34)

(3s)

Each of them has a positive and a negative frequency part from the splitting
up of Rrr, t, indicated as before with a sign between brackets. The negative

frequency part of the packet constructed with the a+ will then be proportional
to

-Àr'.-l .nr'r-l (: í
(-)v,+(rró,t;rodo) - -) È, ""rIí )at h*"*,,r"*o(il *

roil)

* i(to + k)(ó - do) - i u^.,1, (33)

where we included the time dependence. With a first order Taylor expansion

ín ,jlns and kll,s, this gives

rdy
e :ó-óo-/,t') *;g. (36)

The packet is localized around 7 and f equal to zero (or a multiple oÍ 2n)-

For time zero, the negative frequency part (-)p+ of the packet is thus
localized at (ro, do). A similar calculation shows that the positive frequency
part of the same packet almost vanishes for time zero.

The classical movement of the wave packet is described by the equations

l: e : O, which are well known equations in classical mechanicss)'
Analogous to the one-dimensional case, the positive and negative frequency
parts of the wave packet change their roles when the particle arrives at a
turning point. The only difference lies in the fact that the particle, although
returning in the r-coordinate, moves steadily ahead in the {-coordinate'

The localized [near combinations that we constructed from a set of
(NnNrNrn) neighbouring eigenfunctions depend on three parameters: 0s, rs

and {6, and there are two combinations for each set: V+ and V-. As in the
one-dimensional case, we no\il indicate how to obtain (NnNNm) mutually
orthogonal combinations. We first choose N,, values 00" for 06, such that the
values for the {! corresponding to them by the relation (30ó) satisfy

óI: + and s : 1, 2, ..., N*i (37)"Nm

(_)tlr+
,1 K

atrr í dv
v

with

and
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for .fo we take the values

2nk
óon

Pí,!r,(Y) - 'i 
t

IVn

and k - 1,2,...,lVl (38)

and for rs the t{ 
"12 

values defined by
b

tl

lu,
JIu,

p;,', tr(y) p IV nAE
(3e)

The (NnNlN,,) wave packets Y+(r,0, Ó, t; ro,,00", Óo*) then form an ortho-
gonal set, as is easily verified.

To clarify the interpretation of this set, we remark that a different {s
corresponds to a different orientation of some characteristic axis of the orbit,
as e.g. the major axis of an elliptical orbit. A different ro-vallre corresponds

to a different starting point at I : 0 on the same orbit. Whereas the different

{o-values have an equàl spacing between them, the different /g-values are

such that a classical particle spends equal times between them. This time
spacing is exactly one Np-th part of an up-and-down movement in the
radial coordinate. For the general central force, the particle will not neces-

sarily regain its original {-value after such an up-and-down movement, so

that there is no real periodicity. A 9z+ corresponds to a particle that is at
I : O in a state of increasing radial distance whereas a P- corresponds to
a decreasing radial distance.

We have thus verified that a set of quantum-mechanical wave functions
with large quantum numbers can be changed by an orthogonal transforma-
tion into a set of classically moving localized packets. When the original set

has a narrow spread about some mean value for the observable quantities
as energy and angular momentum, the transformed set consists of orbits,
which are identical except for a uniform distribution of the directions of the
normal and semi-major axis, and except for "equal time distances" between

the localized points on the same orbit.
The demonstration of the equivalence between classical and quantum-

mechanical statistics can be performed along almost the same lines as the

demonstration at the end of the previous section. We omit here this proof,

because the same equivalence will follow directly from the probability
distribution functions derived in the next section.

$3. Probabilities and tke correl,ation function: In this section we derive
some probability functions. They are approximations to the quantum-
mechanical expectation values, valid in the semi-classical region where the
WKB-methods are applicable. It will be seen in the next section that the
results are classically predicted.

To start with, let us ask for the probability g(8, Ilr) for finding a particle
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at a distance r from the centre of force, if it is known to have an energy E
and an angular momentum quantum number l. Quantum-mechanically,
this is given by the square modulus of the wave function:

g(tr, llr) - lVn,ilz

which is norm alized to unity for a volume integration,

J dt g(tr, llr)

where f (r)
defined by

(40)

(41 )

In classical statistical mechanics, probability functions are calculated
as averages over an ensemble, with the basical assumption of equal pro-
babilities for equal volume elements in phase space. To convert the ex-
pression (40) into a useful form we shall also take an ensemble, consisting of
a discrete set of neighbouring wave functions in the semi-classical region of
the spectrum. The only assumption is that all eigenfunctions of this set have

equal probabilities. In the previous section we showed that a set of N, eigen-

functions on a given orbit is equivalent to Nn localized particles at different
radial distances. The assumption for equal probabilities for the eigenfunctions
transforms now to equal probabilities for the different localized particles. This
means that the probability function g(E, I lr) will be inversely proportional to
the distance A(r)belween two neighbouring localized particles. As our ensem-

ble contains also a packet of l-values and all allowed m-valtes, there will be

complete spherical symmetry; the probability function will then be in-
versely proportional to the volume element 4nr2Á(r) between two allowed
neighbouring z-values. Imposing the normalizatíon ( l) we must have

2
g(tr, llr) -  "ru(r) l{ "

Á(r) can be calculated from (39), with which we get

g(tr, tlr)
2nrzhp(r) LL \/J'

(42)

(43)

is the radial momentum (19) and @ the unit step function

@(*):; il :a: e4)

This step functon arises from the condition that z must lie between the
turning points.

A useful extension of this conditional probability function is the correlated
a-priori probability function g(8, l, z) for finding the particle simultaneously
with energy E, angular momentum quantum number I and radial coordinate
r. It is defined by

g(8, l, ,) : p(tr) p(l) S(tr, llr) (4s)
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where p(E): llAE is the density of the energy spectrum and p(l) :
:2t' + 1 x 2l' the degeneracy of the angular momentum' The result is

The spacing AE disappeared, and this result can be generalized to free

states, after the spherical enclosure is allowed to tend to infinity.
we are now able to write down an expression for the total probability

for finding a particle at a distance r from the centre of force. By doing this,
we have in mind the pair correlation function for particles in a plasma. The
long distance behaviour of this function is very well investigated nowadays,

but short distances still offer some open questions for oppositely charged

ions. For such distances, we forget the rest of the plasma, considering only
the two ions of interest in their centre-of-mass system. We assume that the

occupation probability of a state with energy E is given by exp(-pE). Some

states will iie in a region of the spectrum where our tlansformation into
localized particles is allowed; they will give a contribution of the form (46),

which we now consider as a continuous function of E and l. Other eigenstates

do not allow such a treatment and have to be considered separately. This
gives for the pair correlation function g(z) :

ZS?)- >0 e-PE lVr,t,*(r)|z + Jo Af Jo aZ e-PE g(tr,1,r).
E,l,m

Z is tine partition function, normalizing the Boltzmann weight-factors. The

domains of the summation and integration have to be chosen complementary,
covering together all allowed values; this is indicated with the o. This

expression, derived from quantum-mechanics and WKB-methods, re-
produces the old classical result if the integral is extended over all possible

values. To demonstrate this, we first carry out the l-integration, defining a
new probability function

g(tr, r) --:-
, 2ru(2p\3 n--r):T rl n v(r) @lE v(o).) (48)

The classical pair-correlation function gc becomes

g(tr , 1, r)
nrzhp(r)

e-pr g(E, r)

(46)

(4e)

(47)

oo

r
I dI g(8, l,
IU

0

z gc(r)
f

Jvu

and this diverges when V(r): -oo, which occurs at the origin of an

attractive Coulomb potential.
The combined expression (47) has the advantage that the quantum effects

that remove the divergence are contained in a finite number of terms,
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whereas the rest has the form of an elementary integral. The number of
quantum terms has to be chosen according to the desired accuracy. It will
also depend on the temperature, because lower temperatures give greater
weight factors to the quantum states.

To see how the divergence is removed, let us calcuiate the integral in @7)
with some lower limit Eo for the energies, which may be negative. If we
neglect the non-classical behaviour of the small number of s-states (l : 0),

we can use the function g(8, r).We have

Eo oo

z s?)
Ea

The integral can be written as

(s0)

f

J
Eo

(s 1)

The functi on E turns out to be given by

(s2)

where @ is again the unit step function (44) and @ is the usual error function.
The exponential divergence has disappeared. There remains a small di-
vergence from i//, without physical consequences: for a Coulomb potential
this would be proportional to z-*, which drops out by integration.

The main quantum effect for the convergence of the correlation function
thus seerns to be the existence of some lower limit for the allowed energy
values. Attempts have been made for obtaining a convergent pair correlation
function by Lamb+) and by Trubnikov and Elesins), without pa)4ng
attention to this main quantum effect. The former uses an asymptotic
approximation in h, and the question can be raised whether a further approxi-
mation would not reveal new divergent factors. The latter authors assume

complete ionization and suggest that their convergence results from the use

of quantum wave functions. Complete ionization, however, means positive
energies; we showed that even with classical expressions such a cutoff in
the energies is sufficierrt for a convergent result.

$ 4. Correspond,ence uith classical' statistics. The basical assumption of the
classical statistical mechanics of a system of N particles is that equal volu-
me elements in the same energy shell of the 6N-dimensional phase space have
equaloccupationprobabilities. Whentwo particles come very close together,
their potential energy will almost completely be determined by their relative
positions. One can neglect the influence of all other particles and separate
out the center-of-mass motion of this pair. The statistical assumption reduces

E(il: I + "Ol' J+ e-a @(rill
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in the 6-dimensional phase space of their relative coordinates to the distri-
bution probability of a canonical ensemble, again with equal probabilities
for equal volume elements with the same energy. The connection with
quantum mechanics is usually expressed by saying that the Heisenberg
uncertainty relations impose the condition that a phase-space volume of 23

corresponds to one quantum state. This can be written symbolically as

( drdpSeI--
; J h3

(s3)

The easiest way of showing that these assumptions are consistent with
our previous results is by observing that the classical part of (53) predicts
a density of states h-s in (r, p)-space. This is transformed into (r, .E)-space

by
dp:2n(2py Jp - vv16p

and with the factor h-s we obtain exactly the density function g(8, r), glven
by (aB).

As remarked at the end of the second section, it can directly be verified
that the equivalence (53) is true in the semi-classical region by showing that
the points of localization of the constructed wave-packets lie at the corners
of 6-dimensional parallelepipeds of volume h3. However, we will leave here

our wave-packets and prove the equivalence between classical and quantum
statistics by calculating directly the expectation value of an arbitrary
function. We calculate this first classically, then quantum-mechanically in
the WKB-approximation, and obtain the same result.

Let F(r, E, L, Lz) be any function of radial coordinate, energy, angular
momentum and its z-component of a particle with mass p in a spherical
potential V(/). k is evident that a Boltzmann probability factor can be

built in. The classical expectation value is given as

(F)c - h,-B J dr J ap F(r,8, L, Lz). (5',)

Fig. 3Fig. 2
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We now make a transformation from p to the variables E, L and L2. Let r
be determined by the usual polar coordinates (r, 0, {) where 0 is the angle
between r and z axis. We then determine p by the polar coordinates (f ,0p,
{r) where r plays the role of the polar axis and$e is the angle between the
planes (zr) and (rp). This is illustrated in fig. 2, and repeated in fig. 3, which
is drawn on the surface of the unit sphere where z, r, P, Z respectively in-
dicate the intersection points of the sphere with the z axis, r, p and the
angular momentum L: t X P, o is the angle between L and z axis. We
then have

E:L+v?)
zp

- pr sin 0,

- pr sin 0, cos q, - pr sin 0 sin 0, sin Óe.

(ss)

The Jacobian of the transformation gives

d,E d,L dLz : "f' ,ín 0 sin ;ncos 0, cos $n dP d;e dÓe'
p

We further remark that the domain oÍ (0o, {p) covers four times the domain
of. (L, Lr). Substituting the Jacobian and the limits of integration gives

lLl
Lz

+nrlíi r r oort/2,r*-v(r))

(tr)c: =#Jd, Idosin 
rld,E I d,L

0 .t/(r) 0 -L

Zsin0
r
I art

J
sin0

E, L, LZ)Ltr (r,
(s6)

v(,) -#lrt'sinzo - L'")FJ
The quantum-mechanical expectation value of the same function has to be

written as a trace, where F is now a function of operators:

(F)qM: Tr F(r, H, L, L2) :

EI
(s7)

We have written the trace with the wavefunctions (17), which are exact
eigenfunctions of the operators H, L and Lz. We shall approximate these
functions by WKB-methods, and in this same approximation we can replace

41, + l) by lz. The \MKB-approximation of the eigerrfunctions was already
described in the previous sections, with formuies (18) and (22)-(23).Their
main characteristic is that they practically vanish outside some turning
points, whereas they oscillate very rapidly in the physical region. It is only
the square modulus of these functions that appears in our trace. We then
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suppose that the function F is a smooth function in the sense that it does

not change appreciably over the wavelength of the WKB-function. If this

is true, we can forget about the oscillating factor in the WKB-approximations.
We still have to determine the constants that appeal in these functions,

which is done by imposing the normalízation of ll'12, for instance by re-

quiring that

and

and"

2nn

JddJd0sin000

ïU, tzlR(r)l' : 1

0

lY (0, ó)l' - I

(sBa)

(sBó)

(5e)

(60)

This determines the constants and we have

lPf),l'Nffi

IYT(0, ó)12 N
2n2J t, sin, 0 - m,

The normalization of lRIz is proved with relation (20). The last step in the

transformation of the trace is the replacement of the summations over the
eigenvalues by an integration. This introduces the density functions p(l) :
: l, p(m) : I and p(E) : l laE.Ttre integration limits are determined from

the WKB-turning points. We finally obtain

<F) eM : "l 'Y
JT,h

oo (r lh) t/ ZM - tt@l Z sin o

,[ dE I dt |u*x
V (r) 0 -Zsin 0

lF(r, E, hl, /r*)

I.,Fu""
00

X (61)

FJ v(r) 
ffil(tzsinzo -rnz)

The equivalence with the corresponding classical expression is evident.

This result is of course only valid if all eigenfunctions are suited for a WKB-
approximation. In the general case one will need a combination of ex-

pressions (57) and (61). What part of the spectrum may be transformed into
a classical calculation again depends on the desired accuracy and the

temperature. Two kinds of effors are introduced: first the WKB-approxi-
mation together with the supposed continuity of the spectrum, and then the

neglect of the squared oscillating factor in this approximation. The nature

of the function F itself will determine the gravity of these errors. As an

example, if this function does not behave singularly fot L :0, one can

neglect for higher energies the non-classical behaviour of the low angular
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momentum states, because the number of such states is very small. This was

done above for the calculation of the pair correlation function.
The next problem is the application of the outlined procedure to the

calculation of some function defined for a system of particles, e.g. a plasma.

If the relative coordinates of a close pair of particles can be separated out
of this function, our method can be applied. From a certain distance on,

however, the other particle coordinates will also be important. A careful
investigation of the particular problem will in most cases permit the sepa-

ration into a classical many-body region and a two-body region, partly
classical partly quantum-mechanical. An example of such a procedure was

worked out for the calculation of the partition functionl), which will also

be needed for the normalization of any other expectation value.

APPENDIX

We derive in this appendix a WKB-approximation for the associated.

Legendre-function Pi", which satisfies the differential equation

dzpk\ _,* dp(x) _f ,,, _, lnz I
(t - xz) Ë -r*-Ë +Lt'\t' + l) - -t _ r, )P(x):0. 

(A.l)

Therefore, we try a solution of the form

(+)P (*) - U (*) 
"+iw(r)

and get the set of equations
I

(r - xz) (+ - w'') - 2.+ + Ia j+#_ 
o

2 
(J' 

+ y,, _ _?_: o.U ' W' l-xz
The last equation can be integrated to

s(r)
(l (*) - [/sS-] (*) ; W'(*) : j: *z ,

where S (r) satisfies the equation
S'I

-rsl+
Ix(t-*2\!-''t s.

To obtain an approximate solution of this equation, asymptotically valid
for large values of I and ril,,we retain in the right hand side only the terms

( .2)

(4.3)

s2 rnzt+ (r _ x2),11(+)'
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that are quadratic in those parameters

52 x lz(l

Approximate solutions of the initial di

The

where

exp{.
(+)P(cos 0) - Uo Yt, sirLr1 - m,

(4.4)

given by

(4.5)

q - rnB(I, m;0) (4.6)

thus

l

rnZ.

ial equation are

Jt, sinro - m,
ri" 0

,of
x2)

fferent
0
ta

'Jdo

_ àrc cos !"t o 
(A.z)

Jt'z - m'z

indefinite integral can be evaluated as

0

lu, 
..lt'tt":oa *' _ rA(t,*;

J srn0

A(t,rn;0): 
IU,

lsin0

J t, sínro - /,oz

and
0

I m mcotsï -B(l,m:O\: I a0+:arccos-,$ (A.8)-\' -'-' 
J sin?Jtrz"inz7-m2 tllz-yysz

are the functions defined in the second section (24).

As is well known from the usual WKB-theory, only a special linear com-

bination of the solutions (A.5) has an exponentially decaying behaviour
outside the physical region. This physical solution was given in formula (23).
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